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Awkward Yoshidaâ€™s life got flipped upside down when the hottest guy in school started hanging

around him. Sato may have strong feelings for Yoshida, but the girls in school just can't take a hint.

What crazy antics will they use to try and woo Sato this time?!
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His Favorite Volume 5 feels very much like a filler in the series - there's not a lot of development of

the main characters' and we're given a couple of vignettes featuring the side characters that

ultimately weren't very memorable. Coming after the great info dump of the previous volume, going

into Sato's background and giving us examples of just why he's so weird, it feels like a bit of a let

down.In this volume, Makimura develops a crush on the student council president - but the

president has designs on Sato and is happy to use Makimura to those ends. This involves a

marathon race by the girls of the school with Sato as the prize and the student council president

determined to win. As with the drawing contest, the race will fall flat. In the next story, someone is

dropping banana peels on the floor and as students trip on them, they lose their memory. Sato

decides to take advantage of this with Yoshida - easy score! Another story has a girl asking Yoshida

to get back cookies she gave to Sato (which were poorly made and potentially embarassing to her).



Yoshida ends up at Sato's house to try to steal the cookies back - but Sato easily figures out the

ploy and is happy to get Yoshida alone at his house. In the last story, Sato is doused in water in

several comical escapades and manages to get sick in his own unique way. Fortunately, he has

Yoshida there to nurse him.So, as noted, this is probably the least interesting volume in the series -

but worth it to keep the continuity on this really fun story. Yoshida remains the crazy little monkey he

is and Sato is always worth a good laugh as he tries to figure his crush out.Received as an ARC

from the publisher.

I wasn't sure what to expect when I got the first book in this series but I really loved both the story

and the art once I got into it. I liked the characters, even the ones with the rather iffy personalities.

No cute uke here just a rather goofy looking guy surprised by the love of his rather sadistic seme.

The story is moving a bit slowly but I like the way the characters are developing.

I really love this series so far, and I liked this volume, but I don't think it's as good as the other four.

The events that take place in this volume are generally even sillier than usual, although not

necessarily as funny as some of the scenes in other volumes (for example, the haunted house and

the drawing contest).There is, however, a small development in Sato and Yoshida's relationship--it's

hinted that they might take their physical relationship to the next level soon.I was disappointed that

we didn't see Torachin and Yamanaka in this volume, so I hope they'll be in the next one.As far as

other supporting characters, the Nozawa twins were in this one, and I like seeing them. (I like how

they stand out from the other students.)If you're really enjoying the series, you'll probably enjoy this

one. I do enjoy every exchange between the main characters, so I was happy with it, but I hope the

next one picks up a bit (and includes Torachin and Yamanaka).

Yes, Yoshida is not the hot and as a buyer of only attractive manga I almost didn't get this series.

But I would have missed out. Got to see Yoshida being so adorable me and Sato were both smiling

and wishing to squeeze him. We also get to see the end of the Student Council girl's marathon.

I began reading the series and decided to buy my copy so I can see what happens next. I do plan to

buy all the volumes because it is a GREAT series about two guys, one being really handsome and

the other being "unattractive". My only issue is that the copy I received are missing about 30 pages.

Not sure if anyone else have the same issue. It goes from page 42 to 75 for some reason. Did I get

a misprint? I don't mind purchasing it again just as long as I get to continue the story! Highly



recommend it!

I do not understand these manga books but I have 2 daughters that read them and love them and

gave this book a 2 thumbs up
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